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Emmy nominated actress, New York Times bestselling author, and mom shares a cookbook

with her favorite vegan recipes, with nutritional information and advice from a

pediatrician.Actress Mayim Bialik shares the concerns of parents everywhere: when it comes

to nutrition and feeding your family, you want healthy meals, but also food that everyone can

enjoy, and a balanced lifestyle that's inexpensive and fuss-free. Not only does Mayim share

more than 100 easy plant-based recipes for dishes that are as delicious as they you are

healthy, she has also teamed up with pediatrician Jay Gordon to offer:Basic nutritional

information about a plant-based dietThe real deal on raising kids on a plant-based diet (myths,

debunked)Vegan family essentials (including a list of what to always keep in the pantry)Tips

and strategies for easy meal planning and healthy eating outAnd, of course, the food: you'll find

recipes for Mayim's favorite breakfasts, snacks, lunches, dinners, and desserts, including kid-

approved meals like build-your-own tacos and mac n cheez, Mediterranean and Asian-inspired

salads that parents will love, comfort-food classics like kugel and matzoh ball soup, and many

more.

"Many readers will enjoy these easy, family-friendly recipes." �Library Journal"Mayim's Vegan

Table was everything I expected and more: The PhD and mom is providing affordable, family-

tested vegan recipes to parents everywhere who want to put healthy food on the table each

night. Full of nutrition tips and practical advice...[with] comfort-food-style

recipes." �VegNews.com"This family-friendly recipe pub is packed with convenient, delicious and

nutritious meals to please even the pickiest palate...It also contains a comprehensive intro,

addressing anticipated queries from potential purchasers. From combating the money myth-the

misconception that eating vegan will somehow cost more than eating meat, dairy and eggs-to

how to stock your pantry, from tips to e kids onboard (with the aforementioned dishes, we can't

imagine it's too tough...) to what tools and appliances would be best to invest in, Bialik and her

co-author, Dr. Jay Gordon, make it turnkey." �Ecorazzi.com"Mayim's Vegan Table...isn't your run-

of-the-mill book of recipes. It's also a perspective-shifting manual for people looking to eat a

more plant-based diet in the interest of health and eco-

friendliness." �RedbookMag.com"Presents meals crafted with nutrition in mind...The information

you need to provide your family with tantalizing plant-based recipes that are sure to please

everyone at the table." �Huffington Post"Tasty recipes...All of [Bialik's] influences, past and

present, are reflected in her new cookbook." �Vegetarian Times"Stocked with recipes for

everything from mac and cheese to baked ziti to Israeli salad. All sans meat. All sans

dairy." �Chicago Tribune"Bialik debunks plenty of myths about the challenges of getting children

to eat healthy meals, and shows how vegan cooking doesn't have to be time-consuming or

expensive...These are accessible, easy recipes featuring everyday ingredients that most home

cooks already have on hand." �Portland Oregonian"A friendly introduction to the vegan lifestyle

and seems particularly geared toward parents with young, picky eaters and little time to cook.

Even if you're a committed omnivore, it's hard to argue that adding more plant-based foods to

our menus is anything but a positive...Bialik offers a range of herbed and spiced dishes that will

satisfy and make you feel good about your eating." �Hadassah"Do you define yourself as a busy

parent? If so, then Mayim's Vegan Table is the perfect cookbook...Show[s] busy parents how to

raise even the pickiest children with healthy eating habits." �Natural Solutions"A family-friendly



guide to getting your kids to eat their veggies." �Yoga Journal"Offers the reader a chance to

learn how to create a variety of dishes for a balanced plant-based diet. The recipes are quite

diverse, including vegan versions of traditional Jewish dishes...A good book for someone new

to the vegan diet." �The Vegetarian"While this book isn't going to have foodies rapturously

tweeting about its mouth-watering recipes, it could just get your kids to eat more veggies,

which, I can imagine, in some circles of exasperated parents, might be just the kind of

cookbook one is looking for." �Forward.com, The Jew and the Carrot blog"Includes a handy,

helpful list of ingredients and gadgets that make whipping up vegan meals a

breeze." �EverydayHealth.com"This book is perfect for those who are looking for inexpensive,

healthy meals to feed the whole family." �PETA.org"Shares tips on adopting healthier eating

habits, and a slew of recipes...Filled with such useful, practical information that could help

people live happier, healthier lives." �Groupon Blog"Written in a warm, easygoing, earth-mother

style, the book addresses readers curious about vegan eating-for themselves but, also, maybe,

for their kids...There's a lot of creative fun in the collection, as well as no-nonsense staples like

potato salad, tomato soup, tacos and falafel." �Philadelphia Daily News"Our new favorite

cookbook...We'll just sum it up with one word: Yum...Intensely flavorful, healthy

recipes." �Examiner.comVegNews "15 Most Anticipated Vegan Cookbooks of

2014" �VegNews"The recipes are totally makeable." �A.V. Club (The Onion)"The recipes are nicely

organized and instructions are clear...The index is extensive, and the beginning chapters will

be wonderful for anyone who is interested in a vegan diet but not sure where to start. There are

so many delicious-sounding recipes in here; this cookbook is a treat for anyone!" �San Francisco

Book ReviewGreen Book Festival, 2014 Runner-Up, Cookbooks Category"Carnivores need not

fear: Mayim's Vegan Table is fit for every eater. Bialik does an excellent job of convincing

readers that the foods that are good for us can taste good, too." �ElizabethStreet.com"The book

debunks the myths about raising vegan children and offers a medical perspective that will give

parents added food for thought...You'll find no shortage of scrumptious family recipes." �Clean

Eating"The book is filled with user-friendly recipes that aren't overly complicated, with

ingredients most home chefs would likely have in their pantry or that would be easily obtained

at a neighborhood supermarket." �Asbury Park Press"Will be a hit with fans of The Big Bang

Theory but it should be checked out by anyone who likes eating good, plant-based dishes...

[Bialik] debunks the myths about raising kids on a plant-based diet, offers basic nutritional

information that's hard to find, and (also a rarity) includes a modern twist on some classic

Jewish recipes." �The Advocate"This celebrity mom covers the environmental, ethical and

nutritional reasons for switching to a vegan diet and then offers practical tips for getting meals

on the table." �Portland Press Herald"Offers busy parents practical and down-to-Earth advice on

dishing up tasty and healthful vegan foods that the whole family will love. Whether you're

already vegan or just starting down the path, Mayim's easy, family-friendly recipes...will make

mealtime a breeze." �PETA's Animal Times"A vast amount of meal ideas with focus on the

vegan family...Delightful and entertaining." �Vegan Lifestyle Magazine"Provides useful

information on stocking your vegan pantry...The recipes and recipe instructions are very good.

The recipe layout is excellent, mostly a single page (or facing pages) for each recipe. Head

notes are nice and so are the many kitchen tips and sidebars." �Portland Book Review"Mayim's

Vegan Table isn't just another vegan cookbook that will acquire dust and end up in the back of

your cupboard. It's one that's sure to become a permanent fixture on your kitchen counter,

quickly collecting food stains on the pages of your favorite recipes...This cookbook gets back to

basics by keeping the recipes simple with minimal steps and easy to find ingredients...Offers a

wide variety of dishes perfect for all occasions...Also provides the reader with lots of additional



helpful information such as, kitchen basics, easy meal tips, what items to keep stocked, and

important plant-based nutritional information...The reader simply needs to create a few of

Mayim's dishes to quickly learn for oneself what a joy vegan eating can be." �FARM blog"Always

family-forward and always easy, this book is a wonderful resource for any vegan kitchen and

well beyond...A well-written, well-researched, and honest book." �The Weiser Kitchen"Bialik

includes nutritional information, tips for stocking a vegan kitchen, and compelling health,

environmental and ethical reasons for going vegan, plus lots of mouth-watering

photographs." �Mother Nature Network"Includes a handy, helpful list of ingredients and gadgets

that make whipping up vegan meals a breeze." �EverydayHealth.com"Bialik displays her in-

depth knowledge of Veganism, providing in-depth, but understandable explanations of how to

lead a vegan lifestyle from her own personal experience as a vegan, going back close to

twenty years as well as bringing up her two sons as vegans also." �Jewish Business

News"Organized, concise and approachable and manages to avoid getting preachy...This is a

refreshing, realistic approach that I think most families can appreciate and introduce into their

lifestyle, even in small ways...A good family, vegan cookbook for beginners. It is a well-

organized, no nonsense cookbook which has a variety of recipes that will satisfy everyone's

taste buds from kids to adults." �WickedVegan.com"While you may not be ready to go

completely plant-based at home, you will definitely want to try some of the recipes in this

cookbook." �PrimetimeParenting.com"Mayim makes a compelling case for eating a vegan diet

and raising kids that way. Her book offers not only a really nice variety of very real-life recipes,

but also a wealth of information about vegan nutrition and alternatives to more conventional

(animal-based) foods. But vegan philosophy or not, her book is at heart a cookbook filled with

ideas for healthy things to feed your family. Everyone can find lots of new ideas here that their

kids would eat and enjoy. And if you are looking for a vegan cookbook because you're vegan,

too, this is a great choice." �Natural Jewish Parenting blog"Highlights options that are better and

tastier than many might expect." �Milwaukee Shepherd Express"Bialik has blossomed into a

helluva great vegan cook...[She] shows busy parents how to raise even the pickiest children

with healthy eating habits." �Examiner.com"Although not specifically a kosher cookbook, this is

absolutely a kosher cookbook. Every recipe can be prepared kosher...Learn what a plant-

based pantry should look like, and which kitchen gadgets are essential. Yes, after reading this

book, and trying the recipes, you may be tempted to go vegan!" �KosherEye.com"Offers some

interesting and healthful recipes that families committed to vegan foods will enjoy

trying." �InfoDad"With a simple layout and quick recipes, the book would make a welcome

addition on the cookbook shelf for a home cook just getting into vegan cooking. For veteran

vegan cooks, she offers ways to spice up the family menu. As an active vegan mother, her

home menus are both surprisingly down to Earth and quick to

prepare." �SandandSuccotash.com"Plenty of nutritional advice is offered." �Na'amat Woman --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMayim Bialik, PhD, is an

Emmy-nominated actress, neuroscientist, and the mother of two sons. A star on CBS's The Big

Bang Theory, she is founder of groknation.com and the author of the New York Times

bestsellers Boying Up and Girling Up.youtube.com/mayimbialik@missmayimJay Gordon, MD,

FAAP, is a prominent pediatrician practicing in Santa Monica, California, and the author of

numerous books. He is a long-time member of the attending staff of UCLA's Medical

School.drjaygordon.com@drjaygordonmdfaap --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.
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CHAPTER 2Is Plant-Based Eating Really Better for Us? Nutritional Choices CHAPTER 3What

Do We Actually Eat? Easy Meal Tips CHAPTER 4What’s in Our Kitchens and Cupboards?
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of Carrot SoupMatzoh Ball SoupMishmash SoupMinestroneTomato Soup with Israeli

CouscousIsraeli SaladSimple Greens with Agave Mustard DressingAsian Salad Two Ways1.

Broccoli Slaw2. Traditional Chinese No-ChickenSweet and Sour Cabbage SaladPotato

SaladBuild-Your-Own Taco SaladThree-Bean SaladMoroccan Vegetable SaladColeslaw Two

WaysQuinoa Salad with Veggies and HerbsRainbow Cabbage Salad with Tahini-Lemon

DressingAmericana Pasta SaladCorn and Black Bean SaladQuinoa Mango SaladQuinoa
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ChartResourcesAcknowledgmentsIndexAbout the AuthorsCHAPTER 1Who Are We and Why

Are We Telling You What to Eat?The past few years have been monumental for those

passionate about plant-based eating. The word vegan used to have a lot of baggage attached

to it and suggested certain stereotypes. Fortunately for the vegan and nonvegan alike,

however, there has been a pronounced move for all of us to incorporate more plant-based

foods into our diets to combat the obesity epidemic and help us live longer and healthier lives.

This includes general recommendations, such as eating more fruit, more vegetables, more

whole grains, fewer processed foods, and fewer salty and fatty foods. Regardless of whether

you embrace a plant-based, omnivorous, or carnivorous diet, it is now universally accepted that

everyone would benefit from a diet of plant-based foods.You may have picked up this book

because you want to learn more about plant-based choices for your family and how they can

impact your family’s health and well-being. Maybe you just want a change from what you’ve

been eating so you can have more energy and know that you are eating things that are natural

and good. And maybe you’re curious about whether a plant-based philosophy and lifestyle

could ever satisfy your palate.The authors of the book you hold in your hands weren’t raised

vegan, and our journeys to veganism are as different as we are. Dr. Jay is a pediatrician,

pediatric nutritionist, and international board-certified lactation consultant who has been

helping families achieve happy and wholesome living for over thirty years. He has been a

vegan for almost forty years and eats whole foods almost exclusively, no preservatives, and

almost no sugars. Dr. Jay grew up in and went to medical school in Wisconsin, where he took

care of people who had made some pretty bad nutritional decisions. (Have you ever been to a

movie theater in Wisconsin? They serve deep-fried cheese balls!) In his last year of medical

school, after treating way too many overweight people who had heart disease and cancer, he

became a chocolate-chip-cookie-grilled-cheese-sandwich-french-fry-potato-chip vegetarian for

a number of years. (“That doughnut doesn’t have any meat in it, does it?!”) Although there

wasn’t a specific “aha!” moment, he did begin a gradual transition to soy cheese and other,

better alternatives. Over time, he realized that eating “real” foods—those that are unprocessed

and as close to “whole” as possible—was better still. Dr. Jay’s personal eating habits are still

evolving, changing, improving.Besides being an Emmy-nominated actress, author, and a

trained neuroscientist, Mayim is the mother of two sons who have been raised entirely vegan.

However, Mayim’s journey to veganism involved years of cutting back on certain foods before

cutting them out entirely. What started as eliminating dairy for health reasons and because of

her son’s sensitivity to dairy during breastfeeding grew to an overhaul of eating and thinking

patterns. Mayim now considers herself a vegan motivated by concerns for her health and that



of her family, environmental considerations about the impact of animals raised for food, and

ethical consideration as well. Her transition from a vegetarian college student to an almost

vegan mom to a now entirely vegan mom involved a strong need for “fun foods”—foods that

can please finicky toddler palates, and a lifestyle that is not expensive, time consuming, or only

available if there are vegan restaurants around. Mayim’s life is that of a working mom with a

practical and down-to-earth sensibility; she doesn’t belong to an exclusive community of

vegans who can’t eat out or let their kids go to other kids’ houses for fear they would eat a slice

of cheese.Ultimately, we don’t expect anyone to pick up this book and become an “instant

vegan” but instead to become a more thoughtful eater and “feeder” of children and families.

Slow but steady is just fine with us. It’s what we’ve done and continue to do. And if you already

do practice a plant-based diet, we hope you’ll enjoy our nutritional guidance and delicious

recipes.Throughout the chapters of this book, we will take on the most common

misconceptions and myths about vegans, veganism, and plant-based eating—especially when

it comes to nutrition and feeding our families. Our hope is to not hide behind such clichés as

“Everyone should be vegan!,” “It’s easy to be vegan!,” and “Your life will be a million times better

if you just do everything we say!” We know that’s not going to work for most people. What we

have decided to do is be up front about what we assume you are thinking, because we have

thought it all ourselves! We hope to clarify some of these misconceptions and, if nothing else,

to put some delicious information on your plate so that you can best decide what works for you

and your family. And we’ll help you put it all into action with over 100 easy recipes that have

been tested on kids and adults.Who Is Vegan?Vegans are a diverse crowd and there’s a lot of

variability in nutritional, ethical, and lifestyle choices. Some vegans are 100 percent vegan right

down to their nonleather shoes and faux leather belts. Other people eat vegan for health

reasons but have no ethical or environmental considerations that influence their decision to be

vegan. Mike Tyson has stopped biting ears and has gone vegan. Russell Simmons and Ellen

DeGeneres: vegan, too. Even Bill Clinton has a mostly vegan diet. So, whatever your image of

a vegan may be, start picturing yourself and those you love. Because we think you’re going to

love it.There are people who choose vegan meals whenever there is any option to do so, but

know that there may be meals served to them from time to time that may contain a possible

dairy or egg ingredient. These people express that the intent of eating and living completely

vegan is crucially important to them and that the practical aspects of going from 99 to 100

percent vegan eating are often the most difficult.We have made the decision to be 100 percent

vegan. What we hope to do here is give you some of the basics of nutrition, talk about where

your food comes from, and offer you options so you can decide for yourself what will work for

your family. The subtleties of politics, the environment, and the ethical and humane

considerations of the usage of animals for food and clothing may be things you’re already

aware of, may take much longer for you to learn about, or may never appeal to you. The bottom

line: only you know what will work for your family and at what pace changes may be

incorporated. The changes we suggest, such as eating more whole foods, more fruits and

vegetables, and fewer processed foods, have been universally recommended for years by

leading medical health authorities. We care less about what you call yourself and more that you

get useful information and delicious recipes from us.But Does It Taste Good?We’d like to set

the record straight that first and foremost we, Mayim and Dr. Jay, love food. (We really love

food.) It used to be that you had to choose between “good” food and healthy food. That’s not so

anymore! Even the most dedicatedly vegan families we know eat and enjoy great food, and

there are tons of fast, easy, inexpensive ways to do that.DR. JAY: I am definitely okay if your

kids never eat another french fry! It’s a waste of calories. Here’s what I show my young



patients: I take a paper towel, fold it up, and tell them to imagine it’s a piece of potato. Then I

run it under water and ask them, ‘What’s this?” I insist it’s grease and squeeze it all over the

floor, making a big mess, and then they all go, “Ewwwww!” It’s a great illustration.Second, it is

not our intention for you or your kids to never have another french fry.We don’t want to deprive

you—and french fries happen. But we’re letting kids know that there are foods that we’re not

going out and getting as a routine food. You get into real trouble if the once-in-a-while foods

become regular ones. This book is full of rich and sometimes delightfully greasy foods that will

satisfy you and your children, but because you are preparing them, you’ll naturally moderate

how often you enjoy them. And as for french fries? Give your kids a dry paper towel to squeeze

because we’ve got a great recipe on PAGE 135 for OVEN-BAKED FRIES!Although the ease

with which you can order “anything” at restaurants, in foreign countries, and at cocktail parties

will change if your diet is entirely plant-based, being plant-based isn’t a punishment. It’s a

commitment to health and well-being that necessitates being open to a world of new tastes

and textures and flavors.Third, most people already enjoy many foods that they don’t realize

are vegan or easily veganized. Almost all store-bought boxed pastas are egg-free. Asian food

typically uses no dairy, and Indian cuisine tends to feature tons of vegetables and a host of

sauces and flavors of dishes that don’t have any meat, provided you skip the ghee and yogurt

these recipes sometimes use. Bean-based chilis and stews are easily vegan. If you avoid the

cheese, Mexican and South American food is full of vegetables and beans and grains that also

do not require meat to be enjoyable. Besides featuring some of the best vegan foods ever

(falafel, hummus, tahini), Mediterranean food consists of many delicious salads made of

peppers, eggplant, carrots, cabbage, rice, and fantastic spices, all without dairy or meat. In

short: great food awaits you!The recipes in this book are Dr. Jay-approved and come from

Mayim’s own kitchen, with a handful of Dr. Jay’s favorites thrown in there as well. Our families

have different ranges of ages, and we will cover a little bit of everything from great foods for

picky toddlers to meals for seemingly insatiable teenagers and their seemingly unimpressable

gourmet-palate parents, too. We have selected recipes that have been known to please even

the most skeptical carnivores. Very few of these recipes seek to mimic meat or dairy; they are

the meals that we make most frequently for our families and for our vegan and nonvegan

friends alike, which are met with the most enthusiastic responses and requests for “more,

please!”Plant-based eating comes about for a lot of reasons, and there’s no “right” way to start

incorporating more fruits, vegetables, and grains into your and your family’s diet. You can

change slowly, and in a way that works for your family. Our plant-based diets are really

excellent and tasty and yours can be, too. It’s about learning to build a diet on simple whole

foods, and then it’s about embracing a new kind of cuisine that includes all of the tastes and

textures and feelings of fun and pleasure we all associate with wonderful food.DR. JAY: Ear

infection? Rash that won’t go away? Try cutting out all dairy for three weeks. See what

happens. My experience says you’ll see a difference. What have you got to lose?It’s about

complex flavors, rich hearty soups, simple and awe-inspiring sandwiches, and greens that your

salad-phobic friends won’t run screaming from. It’s about not missing out just because you are

choosing to be a person who doesn’t eat meat or dairy. And—yes!—it’s about those decadent

pies and cakes and cookies and truffles, too! It’s learning what you can have, when you can

have it, and learning to love it, rather than living your life according to what you think you “can’t”

have.If That’s Not Enough to Convince YouWe save the nutritional aspects of veganism for

Chapter 2, where we really delve into the vegan diet and discuss healthy choices that will work

best for your needs. Here are some of the health, environmental, and ethical aspects of a

vegan lifestyle.HealthThe consumption of animal products has been associated with and



confirmed to be responsible for numerous cancers, cardiovascular problems, and obesity.

Sometimes it’s hard to explain to kids (and adults!) that kids who are eating junk and look just

as tall and strong as kids who don’t, aren’t as healthy as they appear! Dr. Jay explains, “They

might look the same on the outside. They might look and feel the same for a while. But a high-

fat, high-sugar diet is going to catch up with them.” As he tells his patients, “If you’re going to

build a nice house, are you going to build it with junky wood and junky bricks or are you going

to get the very best stuff? And if you’re building healthy soccer players, or dancers, or

guitarists, would you want to build them out of junky food or the best food?” Kids always know

the right answer.Chronic ear infections, sore throats, allergies, sinus infections, stomachaches,

gastrointestinal troubles ranging from mild to severe, acne and rashes, in addition to the “big”

health problems—there is a host of food-associated sensitivities that many of us are not told

can be reduced or eliminated with dietary changes. It’s not only the research that backs us up;

we’ve seen firsthand startling changes in these types of problems in our very own families and

among our broader circle of friends and patients, simply from shifting to more plant-based

diets.More vegan choices mean stronger bones, stronger muscles, and kids who get sick less

often. Choosing not to eat meat and dairy means you are promoting great health and fitness on

a daily basis and avoiding lifelong medical problems. For your health, your children’s health,

and the health of the nation and the world, that’s simply the truth.Environment and EthicsBill

Maher once quipped, “The business of raising animals for food causes about 40 percent more

global warming than all cars, trucks, and planes combined. If you care about the planet, it’s

actually better to eat a salad in a Hummer than a cheeseburger in a Prius.” And if that’s not

enough, it takes 12 pounds of grain and 2,500 gallons of water to create a single pound of

beef. We literally use more resources to grow food for the animals we eat than to feed the

hungry in our cities, our country, our world. It doesn’t have to be that way.I’M GOING TO HAVE

TO EMPTY MY BANK ACCOUNT TO EAT THIS WAY, RIGHT?Here’s the lowdown: plant-

based eating and living is for people of all socioeconomic backgrounds. It isn’t necessarily

expensive—if you plan it out. It is true that you may find yourself buying more produce than

before, and if you choose to buy organic, you’ll want to figure out a simple budget for that. It

also helps to know which fruits and veggies gather the most pesticides from the earth where

they are grown. Buying pesticide-free foods is very important when you’re feeding children

because their rapidly growing brain and body might be more susceptible to injury from the

chemicals in conventionally grown foods. The problem with pesticides is that children, pound

for pound, eat more apple slices and blueberries than adults do. This means that if a certain

amount of pesticide has been deemed safe for a 150-pound adult, it probably isn’t safe for a 35-

pound child. Very few adults focus with the fervor of toddlers on one food type. When children

eat a basket of blueberries in a sitting, they’re ingesting, pound for pound, more poison in their

food during the years when they have the least tolerance.Check out the “Dirty Dozen and

Clean Fifteen” box on PAGE 50. It’ll help you decide which foods to buy organic. That’s what

works for a lot of families. To rephrase a medical cliché, if you think eating organic is expensive,

try pricing poor health and illness.Many vegan families tend to eat simply a lot of the time, with

staples of their diet consisting of bulk items, such as beans and grains and rice and quinoa.

Many of us choose to save resources for organic items and specialty items that cost more than

animal-based alternatives and also budget in other ways, such as eliminating expensive and

often unnecessary cleaning products, reducing the use of paper products, and buying gently

used clothing, toys, and books rather than purchasing everything new so that there is money

left for the foods we want to buy organic. (You may not think that we practice these methods

ourselves, but we do!)There is no “right” way to figure any of this out; it’s not easy to make



those decisions, but eating and living this way can be done within a budget.Not all vegans

choose to be vegan because of ethical considerations. For those of us who do, here are some

of the things we think about. We’re not here to gross anyone out—there are plenty of other

resources showing what it’s like for workers and animals in factory farms that will do that. We

simply want to lay out the basic ethical issues and let you decide how much you want to learn

beyond this very brief summary.Meat from animals raised in factories is recalled frequently

because the animals are raised in filthy conditions. They’re crowded together and have to be

given antibiotics to prevent the diseases they spread to one another. (Consequently, these

antibiotics are in our food supply as well and contribute to antibiotic resistance and health

problems for us.)In nature, chickens lay a few eggs a day and cows only produce milk when

they are nursing a calf, typically once a year. Hormone injections and artificial boosting of these

animals’ normal physiology is how we get the amounts of dairy and eggs needed for a factory

to be considered “successful and productive.” Grass-fed farms and such may have better living

conditions when they are well regulated, but the issue of slaughter technique and

considerations for animal welfare is still very troublesome and, in many cases, quite disturbing

even to the most happy meat eater.Factory workers are paid notoriously poor wages and are

not treated humanely themselves. If we continue to support industries that treat humans and

animals in cruel and careless ways, then we become part of a very real problem our children

will inherit.There’s much more information available on health, environmental, and ethical

concerns. We found the documentary Food, Inc. to be really informative; you’ll find more

suggestions for further information in the Resources section in the back of the book. In the next

chapter, we’ll tackle nutrition and structuring the vegan diet. Then, let’s set the table for fun

food, healthy and wholesome choices, and decadent and delicious reminders that plant-based

is anything but boring.We want you to love what you eat and eat what you love. Let’s do it.THIS

IS TOO TIME CONSUMING AND OVERWHELMING! I’M TOO BUSY FOR THIS!This is an

understandable concern, and it’s one we have been through, too. Two things helped as we

struggled with this. First, we needed to admit once and for all that we didn’t want to eat as

many processed foods, animal products, sugar, salt, and preservatives anymore. It’s not good

for the body, especially a growing body.The second thing that helped us commit to being open

to change was to hear the following: once you commit to making a change, no matter how

small, you will see that it is not any harder, more time consuming, or more labor intensive to

eat and cook and live this way. Partly, this will be because you understand deeply the principles

of health and nutrition to the extent that we will present them. And partly, it’s because you will

find a rhythm. You will cook and freeze things. You will discover easy fast snacks and favorite

items for you and your kids, and your palate will change. You and your kids will learn over time

to love an apple and a handful of almonds as a snack. We can and will be satisfied with

wholesome plant-based foods.Once you make small changes, it’s actually going to be not that

different from where you are now. But it will be healthier and tastier. How’s that for a trade-off?

Have ever heard the quote, “Be kind to your knees. You’ll miss them when they’re gone”? Well,

if your kids knew how important it is to eat well now and to age gracefully into their teens, and

to be stronger and healthier when they’re twenty or thirty or forty or fifty, there wouldn’t be any

arguments. They don’t know. We know. Your kids are going to be happy that we did this for

them now while they’re young and can’t understand. Your efforts are worth it.CHAPTER 2Is

Plant-Based Eating Really Better for Us? Nutritional ChoicesWhen we tell people we are

vegan, one of the first things we tend to hear back is something along the lines of, “But is that

really healthy?” And, “But where do you get your protein?” Out-of-date myths about vegans

being malnourished, lacking adequate calcium and protein, suffering from vitamin B12



deficiency, and having a pale and sickly appearance abound. Significant literature has already

tackled some of the most persuasive arguments and scientifically tested and proven benefits to

a vegan diet, and we have listed in the Resources section some of the most reliable books that

handle this matter. What we want to do is talk to you about why a plant-based diet works really

well and the problems that occur when you and your children eat in other ways.In the next

section, we’ll talk about what’s wrong and unscientific about how many of us were raised to

think about food. What’s problematic about milk and cheese and eggs, from a nutritional

perspective? What about beef, chicken, or fish? And what are some alternatives that take into

consideration not just taste but nutrition as well? We’ll cover it all.From a purely medical point

of view, the majority of doctors and other experts can tell you that eating too much red meat

and cheese is bad for you and your family. Milk is allergenic and very few children are healthier

because they drink milk. The CDC’s (Centers for Disease Control) most recent report named

chicken as causing the largest proportion of deaths from food-borne illness.1 No wonder. Most

chickens are raised with enough antibiotics and other chemicals to give pause to any parent or

scientist. Fish are contaminated because we have treated our waterways so badly. Let’s get

into some more specifics.Milk: It Does a BodyThe vast majority of Americans feel that it’s

important to drink milk throughout their lives. If your baby or child happens to weigh in at the

low end of the growth chart at the pediatrician, many well-meaning but under-informed doctors

prescribe whole milk. There is an almost universally accepted notion that whole fat milk builds

better bodies and brains. Milk is, indeed, a significant source of protein and calcium, and as

many diehard milk drinkers will tell you, they like getting all of that protein and calcium in one

simple glass rather than having to get it from other food sources or supplements.What’s true is

that cow’s milk is specifically designed to efficiently grow . . . a baby cow. Cows have huge

bodies and comparatively small brains, walk within hours of birth, mature within months, and

die within a short number of years. There’s simply no scientific basis for feeding cow’s milk to

human children. None. Dr. Jay asks his young patients, “Are you a cow? Only cows drink cow’s

milk! Are you a yak? Only yaks drink yak’s milk!” They get the idea.The American Academy of

Pediatrics is very clear that a child should have human milk for his or her entire first year. And it

has recently joined every other reputable expert group in recommending that period of time as

a minimum, not an endpoint. Water is the best weaning beverage for babies over a year of

age.Milk also can increase the tendency for tonsillitis, runny stuffy noses, and ear infections.

Milk from another species is highly immunogenic, which means that it triggers an allergic

immune response that may look like anything from hives to diarrhea. An adverse reaction to

milk can include bloating, indigestion, and a variety of gastrointestinal problems that are

consistent with the fact that approximately 25 percent of Caucasians, 90 percent of Asian

Americans, and 75 percent of Mexican Americans, Native Americans, Eastern European Jews,

and African Americans lack the enzyme for digesting lactose and are lactose intolerant and/or

have adverse reactions to milk.2DR. JAY: I tell kids that the dairy industry spends hundreds of

millions of dollars each year to convince you that milk is good for you.4 If milk were good for

you, the dairy industry wouldn’t have to spend hundreds of millions of dollars to convince you

of that—nobody is spending more than a buck ninety-eight to convince you that broccoli is

good for you! You know that broccoli is good for you. All this money is being spent on selling

milk and cheese because they’re ultimately not good for your health, and it’s trying to counter

real science with fake mustaches and the “goal” to have a body like David Beckham,5 which

most of us can never have, no matter how hard we work at it.Milk has been linked to prostate

cancer and ovarian cancer as well.3 It is also associated with obesity and cardiovascular

disease. Babies who drink cow’s milk in the first year of life are much more likely to be anemic



and this anemia can lead to school-age learning disabilities.6 Put plainly, animal-based milk

has very few nutritional benefits that outweigh the health challenges it presents. How to obtain

enough calcium is often the biggest question, but there are plenty of great nondairy sources. If

you’re worried about calcium, don’t be.AlternativesWhile it is true that substitute, nondairy,

milks may never taste the same as cow’s milk when they are compared glass to glass, the

world of nondairy milks can change the way you eat cereal, the way you bake, and the way you

make cream sauces and dressings. The most common milk substitutes are almond milk, rice

milk, and soy milk, all of which contain calcium and protein, and all of which are available

vitamin D fortified. Each has slightly different texture, sugar content, and taste, and there is no

real rhyme or reason as to when to use which. It depends on what tastes best to you, and while

some people report better success making vegan cream sauces out of “heavier” milks, such as

soy or almond, it really is up to you to decide which tastes and feels the best. Also, if you are

watching your fat or sugar intake, which Dr. Jay says we all should be, you will want to compare

the nutritional content of various milks to see which suits your needs. Admittedly, it takes

anywhere from a few weeks to a few months to fully shift your palate from cow’s milk to a

nondairy milk, but every vegan we know reports that after a little while, there is no more

comparing. There is simply the enjoyment of eating and making recipes that you thought you

couldn’t without cow’s milk!DR. JAY: Add a little bit of your alternative milk at a time, maybe just

a couple of teaspoons to start. No hurry. Over time you will have made the change and hardly

noticed the difference. This goes for all the ways you’ll transition to a vegan diet. Do it gradually.

Adding and deleting. Take. Your. Time.You can find calcium in so many places. Broccoli is an

excellent source of calcium. It contains about the same amount as milk, ounce for ounce. When

a child is old enough to eat unprocessed soy, 1.5 ounces of tofu will provide the same amount

of calcium as a glass of skim milk. Unconvinced about the benefits of soy? Studies show that

women who consume soy are less likely to develop breast cancer. They may need to consume

it early in their life when breast tissue is still forming—all the more reason to start feeding it to

your children now.Most of the dark green leafy vegetables provide calcium, and there are

smaller but still important amounts in many fruits, vegetables, nuts, grains, and seeds. Orange

juice and cereals are available calcium-fortified, as are many nut and rice milks (as mentioned

earlier). Lots of kids find dark greens too strong but you can finely chop the greens and add

them to less strong-tasting greens, such as spinach, or in a vegetable soup. Green smoothies

are great options, too—with fruit, nut milks, and/or nut butters, kids won’t even taste the greens.

Sesame seeds are also a good source of calcium and you can add them to mashed potatoes

or sprinkle them on salads. Sesame butter can be used in place of peanut butter. If you’re still

concerned about calcium intake, you can buy calcium supplements wherever vitamins are sold.

The chart on page 15 shows fantastic foods that are rich in calcium.7 We think you’ll find

enough great choices here for your family if you want to get calcium from nonanimal sources!

Chuck the CheeseLike milk, cheese is a concentrated source of calcium and protein. And like

milk, cheese has a ton of fat (it’s one of the highest-fat foods) and calories: 300 calories of

cheese fits in the palm of your hand, but to get 300 calories of broccoli, you’d need a basket!

According to Michael Moss in Salt, Sugar, Fat, Americans eat 33 pounds of cheese and

cheese products per year, per person—which is triple the consumption rate of the 1970s. Let’s

face it: cheese is very addictive because it’s very salty and kids love the strong taste. Adults

find it pretty tasty, too. Once you learn to like cheese, you never really learn to “unlike” it and it’s

hard to make it just a “fun” or sometimes food. Kids love cheese and many of them would

always rather eat cheese than anything else. Most adults (us included) would also rather eat

cheese than anything else!DR. JAY: If I could remove cheese and apple juice from every kid’s



diet, I think I could knock out the diagnosis of ADHD and obesity all at once! Zero cheese

might not be very realistic for many kids, but we sure as heck should stop serving cheese and

pepperoni pizza at every birthday party.Low-fat cheese is still one of the highest-fat foods in the

supermarket. Talking about low-fat cheese is like talking about the smallest bull elephant at the

zoo. It’s still a pretty big animal. And sodium? One popular brand of organic mozzarella string

cheese has 200 mg of sodium per stick of cheese and another brand of string cheese sticks

has 190 mg of sodium per stick. A stick of cheese and another stick, and before you know it,

you’ve acquired a really poor eating habit. Parents who tell their kids they can’t have any cake

at a party until they finish their pizza have really missed the boat. Simple statement: nobody is

healthier because they eat cheese. And no one should smile when they say cheese, either!As

with dairy, it turns out that calcium is a moot point. There are so many calcium-rich vegan

foods. And if you’re concerned about protein, we’ll talk about that shortly!AlternativesThere are

plenty of other sources of protein, but a lot of times what people miss about cheese is, well, its

salty strong, familiar taste. While finding substitute vegan cheeses can be more complicated,

the past few years alone have seen a phenomenal increase in a complex and exciting variety

of cheese alternatives. Many “vegetarian” cheeses contain casein, a milk protein that makes

them not okay for vegans. Gourmet vegan restaurants have been touting vegan goat cheese

and nacho cheese for years, but it was considered a very rigorous and difficult set of recipes to

try and master at home.Nowadays, vegan cheeses, such as Daiya, are available in the

supermarket and have transformed the vegan landscape. Daiya’s non-soy-based excellence

makes it ideal for pizza, cheese sauces, and anything that involves melted cheese, such as

grilled cheese or quesadillas. Daiya also has a few flavors of Havarti, pepper jack, and

provolone that have an incredible texture and taste. Other independent brands of vegan

cheese are also making their way into supermarkets. While such store-bought cheeses as

these are not considered “whole foods” and should be eaten sparingly because they contain

fillers and preservatives—as do all store-bought cheeses—they have varying nutritional

properties, depending on if they are soy based, tapioca based, or nut based. As we will discuss

in Chapter 3, these should be considered “fun foods” and should not be considered the

mainstay of your vegan diet, nor a source of calcium or protein equivalent to animal-based

cheeses. (There are plenty of other nonanimal sources of both of these crucial nutrients.)There

are tons of easy and delicious ways to make cheese substitutes that can be spread on

crackers, used as crudités for veggies, and even melted over tortilla chips for homemade

nachos. In addition, artisan vegan cheese is now a “hot” arena, with cashew-based chèvre,

buffalo mozzarella, and swiss appearing on market shelves and in homes of brave vegans

prepared to put some time and effort into straining soy yogurt and soaking cashews for the

reward of vegan artisanal cheese. Other, more basic nut-cheese recipes can be easily made at

home, and you’ll find some of those recipes in Chapter 9. These nut-based cheeses are a

wonderful source of fat, protein, and a variety of vitamins and minerals. We like to think of them

as creative and yummy ways to enjoy the wonderful world of nuts!Butter and Ice CreamNot a

lot of people will tout dairy butter for its nutritional profile or health benefits. For most folks, it’s

all about the taste. For all of the reasons that the manufacture and consumption of milk and

cheese is problematic, butter and ice cream are, too.Vegan alternatives to butter exist that are

great for cooking, baking, sautés, and even spreading on a piece of toast. Of course, vegan

spreads don’t taste exactly the same as butter—Mayim thinks they taste even better! But your

taste buds will adjust faster than you think. You will also learn to love other spreads made of

fruit and nuts and other yummy, rich-tasting things.As for ice cream, there are so many

alternatives to ice cream that range from frozen fruits run through a blender when a sweet



craving hits, to store-bought and homemade nondairy ice creams using a variety of bases, the

most popular of which are soy, almond, rice, and coconut milk. Children can enjoy (in

reasonable amounts, mind you!) vegan ice-cream sandwiches, chocolate-covered ice-cream

balls, chocolate chip cookie dough ice cream, ice cream pops, and more. Being vegan does

not mean forgoing; it means making specific choices and being creative in the process!Eggs

(They’re Not All They’re Cracked Up to Be)Eggs are an example of a food that packs a protein

punch and is almost universally touted as a wonderful source of protein; in fact, eggs are

having a bit of renaissance now. But egg yolks are full of fat and cholesterol. Here’s something

you can do with your kids: take the yolk out of a hard-cooked egg and rub it between your

fingers. Grease. The white of the egg doesn’t have the fat and cholesterol, but many times, it

has contaminants from chicken feed. A typical egg yolk contains 76 percent fat and 213

milligrams of cholesterol. While fat is an important part of any diet, eggs are not the best

source of fat or protein for a variety of reasons. There really is no shortage of fat in the

American diet—and as we discuss throughout this book, there’s no shortage of easy,

accessible proteins, so no matter what good things can be said about the fat and protein in

eggs, we don’t need it. Trust us.The ethical and environmental impact of raising chickens for

eggs makes them a tricky business, even in “cage-free” and “cruelty-free” settings. These

designations are, in fact, questionable and problematic, as evidenced by the large number of

egg recalls, and should not be used as evidence of a “good egg.” Bacterial contamination is

rampant in the egg industry. Remember when you licked the batter in the bowl as a kid? Those

days are done. According to the CDC, Salmonella causes more hospitalizations and death

than does any other germ found in food and can be found on a perfectly normal-looking egg.8

In short, just say no to eggs!AlternativesThere is no egg alternative on the market that

replicates a hard-cooked egg, or a fried egg or a sunny-side-up egg, for that matter. However,

there are so many egg substitutes that make all kinds of baking possible, tasty, ethically

uncomplicated, and super inexpensive. Powdered egg replacers, such as both Ener-G and

Bob’s Red Mill brand, contain the equivalent of dozens of eggs in one small bag, and all they

require is the addition of water to the powder to substitute for eggs in any recipe.In Chapter 4,

we discuss various egg substitutes that you probably already have in your pantry, such as

applesauce, mashed banana, and a simple combination of baking powder, oil, and water,

which we use all of the time.Meat-Based ProteinAmericans get more than enough protein. The

average American male consumes about 100 grams of protein per day, and the average

female consumes about 70 grams. Both of these figures are almost twice what the Food and

Nutrition Board recommends. For most people, 10 to 15 percent of our daily calories should

come from protein, which works out to about 56 grams for men and 46 for women.Many meat

eaters will proudly declare that meat is a superior source of protein. Nutritionally speaking, this

is not necessarily so, but it is true that eating a large chunk of any animal meat contains a high

concentration of protein. In addition, meat contains many nutrients and minerals, although

meat is not the only source for these nutrients and minerals.Thousands of years ago, nature

favored the survival of animals that liked grease. The reason we love the taste of fat is that,

over tens of thousands of years, we have acquired a taste for the mouthfeel of it. If you really

wanted to survive in prehistoric times, you had to enjoy eating greasy things because you

might not get food for another three weeks. If you killed an animal and only ate the lean meat,

you wouldn’t survive. But if you enjoyed eating woolly mammoth grease, you lived. Of course,

cave people only lived to be about twenty-five years old—the oldest Neanderthal appears to

have been a little over age thirty. These were the elders—big fat thirty-year-old Neanderthals!

They matured very fast, at twice the rate of modern humans.So it didn’t matter how bad grease



was. It was good for the first twenty years of your life, and then you were going to die of

something else, anyway. Grease and fat are really pretty bad for people who want to live longer

than a Neanderthal.So what’s our beef with meat? We’ll look at specific meats in a moment,

but here are just a couple of general health concerns about meat.Go to any government

website on food-borne illnesses and disease and see the amount of time devoted to preventing

food poisoning from handling raw meat: wash hands with warm soapy water, wash and bleach

surfaces, don’t cross-contaminate (use separate cutting boards and utensils for meat), cook to

a safe temperature, chill promptly, and so on and so forth. You’re no more likely to change your

baby’s poopy diaper on the kitchen counter than we are. But raw meat, they’re telling you, on

your kitchen counter may be just as dangerous and for similar reasons.So, cook it, right? Well,

one of the main problems with meat is that when you heat it, you create very unnatural

chemicals, such as polycyclic and heterocyclic amines (PAHs and HCAs). PAHs come from

charred foods such as when you barbecue, and HCAs come from cooking meat proteins at

high temperatures, such as in a skillet. Studies show these chemicals are carcinogenic—as in,

cancer-causing.Red MeatThe New York Times had a cover story excerpting research

published in mid-2012 in the Archives of Internal Medicine, showing that people in the upper 20

percent of red meat eaters in America have greater incidence of obesity, cardiovascular

disease, and cancer. The next quintile, as they called it, has the same increase to a lesser

extent, and on down the line. If you are a non–red meat eater, you minimize your chances of

again, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and cancer.9Although not as common as it used to be,

hot dogs can still be made with “meat by-products” or “variety meats,” which include such

things as liver, kidneys, and hearts. Even most of the all-beef and kosher ones are loaded with

sodium and fat and nitrates. Hot dogs are just the right shape and size to get caught in the

trachea. The American Academy of Pediatrics agrees and called for a reshaping of hot dogs,

but fell way short when it forgot to call for reshaping the ingredients, while they were at

it.Chicken, Pork and FishCHICKEN: Many people think it’s healthier to have chicken as their

protein source rather than red meat. Well, take a gander: the average chicken leg, even without

the skin, is 30 percent fat, and a skinless thigh is 46 percent fat. And unless you’re eating a

plain piece of boiled, skinless—and, let’s face it—flavorless chicken, you can stop pretending

you’re saving your health. One of every child’s “favorite” foods is chicken nuggets. Fast-food

chicken nuggets are made with ammonia-soaked pulverized chicken parts, (yum, yum),

petroleum derivatives, and anti-foaming agents, which in addition to being known carcinogens

are also flammable—as in: can catch fire. As for “natural” chicken nuggets: they tend to be

loaded with fat and sodium. In the long run, chicken’s not any healthier than red meat. We’ve

just been told it is. As we mentioned earlier, chickens most often live in terribly crowded

conditions and as a result, the CDC’s most recent report named chicken as causing the largest

proportion of food-borne illness deaths.PORK: The “other white meat,” marketed for its high

protein and lean fat, can be just that as long as you’re not eating bacon and sausage or some

of the other truly fatty parts. But like chickens and cows, pigs are most often raised in crowded,

filthy conditions, which means disease, drugs, and ethical issues. Pork comes with all of the

same safe-handling rules of poultry and beef and, like chicken, and the leanest parts are pretty

much devoid of any true flavor. Stick with the Little Piggies on your toes. And while you’re at it,

how about changing it from “This little piggie had roast beef,” to “roast beets”!FISH. It’s true that

fish contains very healthy omega-3s and is a potentially a good edible protein (if it’s not an

ethical concern for you), but the simple fact is that we have contaminated every good body of

water there is. Some fish can live to be anywhere from 5 to 150 years old. Imagine running a

strainer through the ocean for 5, 40, or 150 years and seeing what you might catch. Fish skin



traps a lot of heavy metals and PCBs, chemicals used in electrical and plastic industries and

which were banned in the 1970s. Sadly, they’re still out there and in our waters and fish.The

US Food and Drug Administration reported finding illegal levels of methyl mercury in one out of

five samples of these types of fish during a three-year review. If it’s recommended that you eat

something only once a month because it’s dangerous, doesn’t it just make sense to eat it zero

times a month? If something is so toxic that you must limit your consumption, why eat it at all?

Go online and check out the number of fish advisories. It paints a pretty tragic picture of

pollution and agricultural pesticides that have contaminated almost every river, lake, and

stream across America.State and federal governments warn you to stop eating fish—not just

left-wing-alfalfa-eating-tie-dye-shirt-granola advocacy groups. Eating farmed fish isn’t really a

better alternative because those fish can contain dangerous levels of PCBs because of food

that they are fed, and they are raised with the same kind of terrible conditions as factory-

farmed chickens—crowded conditions, antibiotics, and chemicals to make them grow faster

and fatten them up.AlternativesThere are two primary sources of protein: animals and plants.

There are nine essential amino acids in meat protein, and it used to be thought that the only

way to get complete protein from plant-based sources was by eating combinations of

vegetables and grains (for instance, rice and beans eaten together, whole wheat bread with

hummus, or even rice cakes with a spoonful of almond butter). But reputable nutritionists and

medical doctors have long since acknowledged that food combining isn’t necessary. Veggies

and fruits contain protein—and all forms of protein contain protein-forming amino acids in

some quantity. So, basically, if you eat well, you’re bound to get all the calories and complete

proteins that you need. Your body figures it out. We’re not so fragile.In addition, Americans do

not need as much protein as we are told we do by media and campaign ads. If you like

statistics and charts, check out the CDC’s recommendations at .Plant sources of protein

include legumes and grains. Protein is found in grains, cereals, pastas, tofu, and beans.

Soybeans, from which tofu is made, and quinoa are great sources of protein. Plant-based

proteins are easy to make, accessible to all, nutritionally complete, and completely delicious.

You can feed your children and yourself with so many other healthy proteins than animal-based

ones. For example, beans and nuts are just two sources of proteins that are versatile, easy to

use, and delicious. Non-soy-based veggie burgers are gaining popularity and we have included

a few recipes for veggie-style burgers that really satisfy finicky and skeptical appetites.There

are so many tasty and exciting meat alternatives, such as soy-based veggie dogs and veggie

burgers, vegan versions of bacon and salami, and just about every “meat” you can imagine.

These alternatives are great “transition” foods if you’re just exploring a more plant-based diet,

and they’re super convenient. However, they’re also highly processed, so we don’t rely on them

on a daily basis but eat them sparingly.Many new vegans are unfamiliar with tempeh and

seitan; prepackaged tempeh and seitan are fun and colorful additions to stir-fries, salads, and

sandwiches, and they should be tasted in any restaurant you can find that features them on the

menu!Processed MeatsThe most recent report by the World Cancer Research Fund (WCRF)

confirmed that adults and children who consume processed meats, such as luncheon meats,

hot dogs, bacon, and salami, are at a higher risk for cancer. According to the WCRF and the

American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR), the risk of colorectal cancer increases, on

average, by 21 percent for every 50 grams (1.7 ounces; think of the size of one typical hot dog)

of processed meat consumed daily. The connection between these kinds of meats and cancer

was found to be so strong they concluded no amount of processed meats could be considered

safe.10According to the National Hot Dog and Sausage Council, on the Fourth of July,

Americans will consume (well, they say “enjoy”) 150 million hot dogs, enough to stretch from



Washington, DC, to L.A. over five times. That’s a lot of hot dogs.Building Up the Vegan Plate

(Palate)!You can get all of the minerals, vitamins, nutrients, and fiber you need from the

following plant-based food groups: fruits, vegetables, grains, and legumes. That’s it!Michael

Pollan said it best: “Eat food. Not too much. Mostly plant.” He just stopped a little short when he

said “mostly.”Legumes, which include all the dried beans, such as chickpeas (garbanzos),

lentils, lima beans, split peas, kidney beans, and so on, are an excellent source of protein. All

the fresh vegetables and fruits give you vitamins and minerals. Grains, such as brown rice,

millet, buckwheat, and amaranth, provide protein and fiber. With the exception of vitamin B12,

which some vegans take as a supplement once a week (but many don’t and are not deficient

in, either!), feeding your family from these food groups helps you all to be fit, active and

energetic as you’re supposed to be, because you won’t be filling up on fats. You will have

energy that comes from carbohydrates and natural fruit sugars instead of the truly undesirable

hyperactivity that can be triggered by processed sugar.DR. JAY: Everybody complicates

nutrition. Nutrition is simple: eat sensible foods. Avoid lots of ingredients. Avoid greasy foods.

The ingredients in this apple would be apple! Don’t get deep-fried apple chips. Don’t get things

that are made out of processed corn; eat a cob of corn, naturally sweet without anything

added. Kids who eat poorly tend to get fat—their fitness suffers, they lose interest in athletics.

School gets harder and as they get older; they get teased.11 They have less fun. Get whole

foods to eat. Stop teaching our children to love sugar. And let’s try to stop loving sugar

ourselves.There is so much research supporting alternative food guidelines, and thankfully, we

all get to learn and decide what works for our family nutritionally and also what works for our

family’s’ lifestyle. We provide resources at the back of this book that detail which fruits and

vegetables are best for which vitamin, mineral, and nutritional equivalent. Eating a plant-based

diet is possible and healthy, and it’s also interesting and fun.You don’t need strict guidelines,

just use common sense—look at this diagram:What we really want to do is get everyone to

relax, to have fun. By the time this book comes out, someone will have decided that you need

more vitamin D or less protein. What we care about is that the plate is attractive to the palate

and that what you offer is healthy and enjoyable for your kids and your family. That’s why we

offer the recipes you’ll find in this book. Offer the good stuff and enjoy doing it.You’re the One

Who DecidesFood should not be painful to negotiate with your children, and it should not be

used as punishment or as the source of struggle. If changes in diet are done gradually and

compassionately, kids will adjust. If they seem to not be able to accept even small shifts in food

changes and diet, seek the assistance of your pediatrician, licensed nutritionist, or behavioral

therapist. It’s worth getting the help, and probably you’ll benefit as much as they will.Far too

often we’ve been convinced and sold on feeding our kids terribly. We hear so many parents

saying they can “only” feed their kids french fries and chicken fingers or that they “have to” give

their kids pizza or fast food. Here’s our advice: Take back your role as parent. You’re

responsible for your family, not advertisers. Not charts made by the government. You get to

decide what you want to do and how you want to eat. There are so many excellent and free

resources for you to use to design an eating plan and life that fits your needs, your lifestyle,

and your budget. Eating more fruits, vegetables, and grains is something we should all be

doing. Limiting salt, sugar, and animal protein is recommended by just about every health

organization you can look up. The time is now to learn more, explore more, and find fun ways

to create the healthiest and yummiest and easiest ways to eat and feed your family. It’s easier

than you think.COMPARING INGREDIENTS IN AN APPLE WITH LUNCHABLESAs we

mentioned before, one of the great things about making your own food is that you know just

what is going into your body and your kids. When you don’t, it’s time to read labels. The more



ingredients there are, and the harder the ingredient names get to pronounce, the more serious

the crime against real food being committed. Let’s compare an apple (which needs no label) to

Oscar Mayer’s Turkey and Cheddar Sub Lunchable. Go on, we double dare you to read the

whole thing.AppleIngredients: AppleOscar Mayer—Lunchables—Mega Pack Cracker Combo—

Turkey & Cheddar*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2000 calorie diet. Your daily values

may be higher or lower depending on your calorie needs.Ingredients: Water—spring water.

Applesauce—apples, apple juice concentrate, water, ascorbic acid (vitamin c). Sub bun—

enriched bleached wheat flour ([wheat flour, niacin, reduced iron, thiamin mononitrate,

riboflavin, folic acid], malted barley flour), water, sugar, white wheat bran, contains 2% or less

of the following: soybean oil, yeast, wheat germ, dough conditioners (mono & diglycerides,

sodium stearoyl lactylate, enzyme modified soy lecithin, datem), salt, guar gum, modified

cellulose, calcium propionate (preservative), xanthan gum, artificial flavors, enzymes. Contains:

wheat, soy. Oven roasted turkey breast—cured-smoked flavor added—browned with caramel

color—turkey breast, water, potassium lactate, modified corn starch, contains less than 2% of

salt, dextrose, carrageenan, sodium phosphated, sodium diacetate, sodium ascorbate, sodiium

nitrite, natural and artificial flavor, smoke flavor, caramel color. 2% milk reduced fat cheddar

pasteurized prepared cheese product—pasteurized part-skim milk, water, milkfat, sodium

citrate, contains less than 2% of milk protein concentrate, whey protein concentrate, lactic acid,

sorbic acid as a preservative, salt, oleoresin paprika (color), annatto (color), vitamin A

palmitate, enzymes, cheese culture with starch added for slice separation. Contains: milk. Nilla

wafers—unbleached enriched flour (wheat flour, niacin, reduced iron, thiamine mononitrate

[vitamin B1], riboflavin [vitamin B2], folic acid), sugar, soybean oil, high fructose corn syrup,

partially hydrogenated cottonseed oil, whey (from milk), eggs, natural and artificial flavor, salt,

leavening (baking soda and/or calcium phosphate), mono- and diglycerides (emulsifier).

Contains: wheat, milk. Egg. Nonfat mayonnaise dressing—water, modified food starch, sugar,

high fructose corn syrup, vinegar, soybean oil*, contains less than 2% of salt, cellulose gel,

natural flavor, artificial color, egg yolks*, xanthan gum, mustard flour, lactic acid, cellulose gum,

phosphoric acid, vitamin E acetate, lemon juice concentrate, dried garlic, dried onions, spice,

yellow 6, beta carotene, blue 1, with potassium sorbate and calcium disodium edta as

preservatives. Contains: egg. *Trivial source of fat and cholesterol. Tropical punch artificial

flavor soft drink mix—sugar, fructose, citric acid (provides tartness), contains less than 2% of

natural and artificial flavor, ascorbic acid (vitamin C), vitamin E acetate, calcium phosphate

(prevents caking), acesulfame potassium and sucralose (sweeteners), artificial color, red 40,

blue 1, BHA (preserves freshness).When there are this many ingredients you are no longer

eating “real food,” you are eating substances made to taste like food. Remember Willie

Wonka’s gum that was a three-course roast beef dinner? It’s a brave new world. At least that

gum probably didn’t have 32 grams of sugar and a whopping 590 milligrams of sodium.

Yowza.GREAT—YOU TRY TO GET MY KID TO NOT WANT FAST FOODDr. Jay does

nutritional consultations in his office almost every day, and can attest that families are still

taking their children to McDonald’s, Burger King, or Kentucky Fried Chicken, even though we

all know that fast foods cause obesity and increase a child’s (and our own) risk of developing

heart disease. The cheap prices and convenience are a cruel temptation for bleary-eyed and

overwhelmed parents, though, and once your kids get a taste of it, they’ll be clamoring for more

(even just the smell is enough to undo ten years of excellent parenting nutrition!). We strongly

suggest you eliminate or limit fast food as much as possible. Be strong! It’s time to pull out all of

the stops here.Notes1. .
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Alex JB, “Amazingly good!!!. I tried the Asian Salad Two Waysand I am head over heels with it.

This book is great.The Thai Pasta it's okay, however the falafel is insanely good, omg it was

that recipe the one that made me feel am boosting my culinary IQ. I' am loving this book so

much!!!”

Seraphima, “Perfect for beginners on a budget. I don't normally take the time to write reviews

unless I really believe a product deserves one. Well, this book deserves a review. I only just

got it, so I haven't had the time to cook anything in this book, but looking through the entire

thing was enough to inform me. Many of the recipes require only a few ingredients, and most

are budget friendly, not requiring a special trip to a specialty store (one desert only calls for 3

ingredients). A lot of the recipes are also great for anyone who is either just starting out as

vegan or is a minimalist. She also takes a lot of traditional recipes and tweaks them to make

them vegan friendly. If you are someone who is looking for something fancy, this is not

necessarily the book for you. She keeps things simple and I like that. There ARE some

recipes that can be found online through other sources, but she gives credit where it is due and

it is nice to not have to keep my laptop out while I cook. Overall, i am very excited about diving

into this book and creating new dishes, as well as having a paper source for the dishes I have

already made.”

Shirley Hill, “Excellent Recipes for Those on Kosher-Vegan Diet!. I just love Mayim from way

back when she was Blossom and now that she is the only scientist that can calm Sheldon. And

I love her cookbook as well! This is not just another book filled with recipes.The photographs of

the food fit well and give the food even appeal and Mayim adds personal conjecture as well,

such as how her young sons took to the foods. Ms. Bialik is a devotee of the Vegan-Kosher

lifestyle, which is not the easiest diet to find cookbooks for. However, her recipes are simple

and hearty fares that are easy to make and the ingredients are easy to find (if you live near

large towns or cities). I have made several of the recipes and the majority of them were

delicious. This is an excellent choice if you are on either a vegan or kosher diet...or both!”

Ebook Tops Shopper, “Awesome Book. I am very pleased with this book so far, but there are

still lots of recipes I haven't even tried yet! I just baked the fruity oatmeal muffins the other day

and got great reviews from family. I also loved the pancakes and the green smoothie. I have

been vegetarian for four years, but eat so little dairy, I'm as close to vegan as one can get, so

this book gives me some excellent ideas, especially for breakfasts. This one is definitely a

keeper for anyone that is relatively new to plant-based eating. I'd recommend it!”

Dr Amy Hamm, “Great. Ace book brought for my daughter who loved it”

kaczuszka666, “Great book but was a bit damaged when delivered which .... Great book but

was a bit damaged when delivered which is a shame really :( The main page was bent in few



places and there was some dirt on it too :/”

Yazzy7illi, “Perfect for a New Vegan. Mayim has been a favorite character since blossom and

now TBBT. This cookbook is perfect for new vegans. The recipes are easy to follow and there is

plenty of variety. She offers some recipes for the Jewish holidays which are DIVINEEEEEE it

will make you want to convert!”

HiHo, “good ideas. Haven't cooked anything as yet. Some lovely recipes though which look

easy for someone like me to follow who isn't a very good cook.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Okay.. I love Mayim and this book is cool. Im not vegan but Im on my way

there. The only thing I don't really like is when they say 'egg substitute'; wish there was

something else there.”

The book by Mayim Bialik has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 542 people have provided feedback.
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